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Lesson 18 

The Holy Spirit: Our Helper And Guide - (2) 

 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 
 

1. Name the gifts of the Holy Spirit? 
Answer:   The 7 gifts of the Holy Spirit are:    1. Wisdom  2. Understanding 

3. Right Judgment (Counsel)      4. Courage (Fortitude)  5. Knowledge  

6. Reverence (Piety)       7. Wonder and Awe (Fear of the Lord) 

 
2. What are the 12 fruits of the Holy Spirit? 

Answer:    1. Charity or Love    2. Joy   3. Peace    4. Patience         5. Goodness     

6.  Kindness  7. Humility or Gentleness     8. Faithfulness      9. Self-Control   

10.  Generosity   11.  Modesty   12.  Chastity 

 

3. What are Spiritual Gifts?  
Answer:     Spiritual gifts are special abilities given by the Holy Spirit to help us 

grow stronger in our relationship with Christ and with those around us. 

 

4. Name the 4 Gifts that prepare our minds and helps us to know God’s will?  
Answer:    1. Counsel    2. Knowledge    3. Understanding    4. Wisdom 

 

5. Name the 3 Gifts that prepare our hearts and helps us to do God’s will?  
Answer:   1. Awe of the Lord    2. Fortitude  3. Piety 

 

6. Name The 3fold fruits of the Holy Spirit that bring about our personal relationship 
with God?     Answer:    1. Love      2. Joy      3. Peace 

 

7. Name The 3fold fruits of the Holy Spirit that manifest our personal relationship 
with others?     Answer:    1. Patience      2. Kindness      3. Goodness 

 

8. Name The 3fold fruits of the Holy Spirit that enhances our relationship with 
oneself?     Answer:    1. Faithfulness      2. Gentleness      3. Self-Control    
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ACTIVITY: The seven gifts serve as virtues for us to follow while the twelve fruits are the actions that 
those virtues produce. Unscramble the below Words - Fruits and Gifts of the Holy Spirit: 
 

aschtity CHASTITY 
When we use our sexuality according to our 

vocation or  
state in life rather than using it inappropriately. 

oodnessg GOODNESS When we avoid sin and do what is right. 

iepty PIETY 
It acknowledges that we belong to and depend 
upon God & helps us pray to God in true 
devotion. 

odestmy MODESTY 
Purity in thought, dress, and action. We act in a 
way which does not draw inappropriate attention 
to ourselves. 

indnkess KINDNESS When we treat others the way we would like to be 
treated. 

nogwledke KNOWLEDGE Ability to see things from God’s perspective and 
to see that some things are beyond us. 

efar of the Ldor 
FEAR OF THE 

LORD Wonder and awe of the glory and majesty of God. 

fels-lontroc SELF CONTROL This allows us to resist temptation and to remain 
focused on God. 

oucnsel COUNSEL This helps us make a good decision when we are 
facing a choice. 

nderstganduin UNDERSTANDING This helps us comprehend God's purpose for our 
lives. 

ortfitude FORTITUDE This is another word for courage. It allows us to 
do the right thing. 

isdomw WISDOM This helps us keep God first in our lives. It is the 
blending of knowledge and experience. 

eapce PEACE The freedom from worrying about trivial matters 
because of our trust in God 

aithffulsnes FAITHFULNESS Being committed to growing closer to God 
through obedience. 

oyj JOY 
This recognizes that our fulfilment comes from 
our relationship with God rather than material 
goods and worldly pleasures. 

harcity CHARITY To love God for his own sake above all things, 
and to love man for the sake of God.  

eenrositgy GENEROSITY When we share all the God has given us with 
others. 

entlenesgs GENTLENESS This allows us to act calmly and it a way that 
avoids causing unnecessary injury to another 

atiepnce PATIENCE This allows us to love other people and endure 
circumstances even when they are difficult. 

 


